




Ever since he was a young child, Harry Mestro 
could sense the magic of jewelry. 

How one ring, a pendant, a bracelet or even a pin, can spread 
their unique energy and transform a person’s look.

His new collection brings magic to life through a series 
of legendary pieces inspired by the mesmerizing energy

 of mythic legends, chilling tales and godly creatures.

The mystic designs he uses are created with divine inspiration, 
the magic touch of his talent and the out worldly power of myths 

and legends living in his head.

Enjoy a series of legends that have transformed into jewelry, 
handmade and exclusively designed in Myκonos,

that is filled with imagination, passion and ghastly details.
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main collection

Mythic
Legends



His ghostly but silent presence hiding 
in the shadows while chaos erupted around him. 
Mythic Legend No.1



A preternaturally tall, spectral being with no substance 
or shadow but with all the might of his dark soul 
lurking in your mind. 

Mythic Legend No.2



And as his name was summoned by the villagers, 
thunder stroke upon the ground.

Mythic Legend No.3



A crystal clear eye staring from the darkness,
penetrating the deepest shadows of your soul.

Will you open the box?

Mythic Legend No.4



A creature of the land seeking to conquer the sea. 
They teased and laughed but when his mighty golden 

tentacles stretched out, everyone was silenced. 

Mythic Legend No.5



His thirst grew, his appetite erupted 
and through the darkness of the night, 
his shadow swiftly moved along the alley. 

Mythic Legend No.6



A crown of gold set upon 
the naked skull of the king of darkness. 
A move of power as he summons his demons 
to cast their shadow upon the valley. 

Mythic Legend No.7





A skinless body with ivory bones, 
no heartbeat but full of soul. 

Mythic Legend No.8



A portent of death that stares
 with glittering eyes when you

 meet them at the crossroads

Mythic Legend No.9



There where dark spaces between them. 
Spaces they never talked about. 
But they glittered in their soul 
and darkened their heart. 

Mythic Legend No.10



Those bony, skinless hands grasping a boneless skull
 with all their might, squeezing all hope towards chaos.

Mythic Legend No.11





Nocturnal Creatures with diamond
 stares that steal your soul away

Mythic Legend No.12



When you can't sleep,
you ’re awake in someone else's dream

Mythic Legend No.13



In those deep dark nights of the soul
 it will always feel like a moonless night. 

Mythic Legend No.14



Enchanted chains
that wrap themselves

 around a heart, when
 the soul is deeply lost

 into oblivious sleep.

Mythic Legend No.15



And with their primitive 
moves and ghastly teeth,
the dark creatures disappeared 
into the shadows of the night.

Mythic Legend No.16



A malevolent creature with giant horns. 
Can you feel his breath in your back? 
Can you see the golden shadow in the night?

Mythic Legend No.17



Each footstep, each chilling breath,
each wild roar echoed in the night and all

the nocturne creatures succumbed to the calling.

Mythic Legend No.18





A malevolent being lurking in the corners.
 Will you dive into those glittering golden ponds

 or will you run with no chance of escaping?

Mythic Legend No.19



Darkness is not always about evil.
 Sometimes it’s about refining

 your inner diamond soul.
Mythic Legend No.20



An enormous, shaggy creature that dazzled them 
with his glittering skin and shattered soul

Mythic Legend No.21





What darkness lies beneath a sacrifice. 
Open arms and closed hearts that lead to bloody tears. 
And as you gaze into the pain a glimpse of hope graces your heart.

Mythic Legend No.22





the

of the
Lengends

premium collection

Gods



Men create gods after their own image. 

Zeus



Not only in form but also in life mode.

Hera



Was beauty a godly gift or was it a curse 
that followed her divine steps in all eternity?

Aphrodite



The gods conceal from men the happiness 
of death so that they may endure life.

Apollo



The ancient gods demanded that their sacrifices 
be fearless and without blemish.

Mars



The golden rays shed a god-like light 
upon the earth and stones shattered under it. 

Artemis



And as you stare into the Gods dark eyes 

Hermes



you can almost feel your soul sucked into a dark tunnel. 

Demeter



A glimpse of hope, a sign of divine intervention. 

Athena



Let them be Gods, let them share their 
powers but never let them see your fear. 

Hephaestus



Believe in the ancient gods simply 
because between the reality of fact 

Poseidon



and the reality of myth, one must choose myth.

Hades



And when the gods felt bored… 
they created humans. 

Medusa





the Satire 
and the Nymph



theEnd



Mythic Legend

1.  Pendant Dante

2.  Pendant Saint Michael   / Bracelet Archetypo

3.  Ring The Queen in Flowers   / Bracelet Kings & Queens

4.  Ring The Eye of Illusion

5.  Ring The Kraken / Bracelet Earthquake

6.  Ring The Queen Bee

7. Pendant The Scepter of Time / Bracelet The Royal Bloodline / Ring The Knight / Ring The King

8. Pendant The Chest of Adam

9. Ring The Butterfly Effect / Pendant The Scepter of Immortality

10. Bracelet The Tigers of Darkness / Pendant The Heart of Frankenstein / Ring The Kraken

11. Ring Vanity in Stardust

12. Bracelet The Matrix Skulls / Pendant The Oracles Skull /  Bracelet of Wisdom / 
      Pendant The Cross of Resurrection / Pendant The Dazzling Queen Bee

13. Bracelet Romeo & Julieta /  Pendant The Spears of Destiny / Pendant The Matrix King

14. Bracelet The Queen Bee    / Pendant The Cross of the Underworld

15. Bracelet Earthquake / Pendant The Fleur De Lis Royal Symbol / 
      Bracelet The Enchanted Chains of Hades

16. Bracelet The Lions of Hercules / Bracelet The Panthers of Power / 
      Bracelet The Kingdom of the Queen Bee

17. Bracelet The Royal Bloodline / Pendant The Horns of the Divine

18. Pendant The Lion Beast  / Pendant The Tiger / Ring The Hug of the Past

19. Ring Scepters and Skulls / Ring The Circle of Life / Ring The Thunder of Zeus /  Ring The Royal Skull

20. Bracelet Queens & Queens /  Ring Till Death do us Apart

21. Bracelet Medusa in Wonderland  / Ring The Celestial Sings / The Scepter of Fantasy

22. Pendant The Sacrifice    



Legends of the Gods

Pendant Zeus

Pendant Hera

Pendant Aphrodite

Ring Apollo

Ring Mars

Ring Artemis

Ring Hermes / Pendant The Sandal of Hermes

Pendant Demetra

Ring Athena

Ring Hephaestus

Pendant Poseidon

Pendant Hades

Pendant Medusa

Ring Satyr / Ring Nymph 
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